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 In correspondence with the boom of mobile media, the number of scholarly 
articles and essays on the mobile phone keeps increasing every day. Some recent studies 
on the mobile phone have expanded their focus to pay closer attention to specific uses in 
„developing“ countries, acknowledging mobile use at different social and political levels 
of use in different regions of the world and covering a wide range of other topics related 
with the mobile phone. However, much seems to be argued along preset lines or notions 
such as “seamless connectivity”, “ubiquity,” “new subjectivities,” and others. In my 
paper, I attempt to consider the notion of “new subjectivity” and subjectification that 
some suppose to be generated – by navigating through different levels of concrete 
materials: artistic, non-artistic (ethnographic) / subjective, less subjective / visual and 
non-visual –. 
 As can be seen in some of these examples – the so-called “Hidden Homeless”, a 
contemporary phenomenon in Japan and the different levels of representation in the 
interactive play Call Cutta Mobile Phone Theatre by Rimini Protokoll -, communication 
technology functions as a setting that deliberately enhances subject-making processes and 
aims at a commodification of subjectivity. Today, individual subjectivity seems to be 
treated more important than ever, and has already become implicated in an economic 
cycle of subjectivity all its own, involved in production. There any ideology immediately 
is flipped over to become an act of consumption under the relations to the individual 
subjectivity and the social system. Ideology is already a mode of subject production, one 
in which subjectivity is alive, and in which it is reproduced. 
 “Subjectivity” as used today may at times give one the impression that it is 
inextricably linked to an activity of nurturing the economic system. This process can be 
reversed into a cycle of production: the economy feeds a mobile subjectivity. Here, I 
propose to describe these phenomena by the notion of a psychological “flatness” – a 
“flattening-out” of subjectivities to conform to a mode of existence that is replaced by 
capitalist economies and geopolitics mostly organized in networks (network systems) – 
can be observed as pervasive to technologically enhanced modes of “being-in-space” 
produced through individual and collective uses of digital mobile communication. 
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